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US Under Bio-Chem TERRORIST Attack
As NWO Thugs Are Cornered
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED STATES of America - It can now be reported
that the Obama Administration, working directly with their
'handlers', the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate, and
their U.S. corporate fascist media enablers, are about to
declare a "PANDEMIC", which will be a precursor to
martial law and suspension of the Constitution of the
United States.
The New World Order (NWO) strategy to launch a biochem attack on the American People, which has long been
contemplated by the NWO thugs, has now been made
operational.
This bio-chem TERRORIST ATTACK against the American
People was discussed two weeks ago during a meeting
between Mexican President Felipe Calderon and U.S.
Secretary of State, loser Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, who
was there representing the New World Order thugs.
Note: The swine flu virus (of military grade), intentionally
released from a laboratory in Mexico, is now airborne and
a clear threat to the safety, security, and well being of the
American People.
This Swine Flu is not the current H1N1 variant of what is
commonly the influenza virus but has been mixed with the
much more deadly H5N1 variant known as Avian Flu.

This new H1N1 variant Swine Flu has already been tested
by the Department of Homeland Security aka Gestapo
Headquarters, and clearly shows RNA segments of the
dreaded H5N1 Avian Flu along with the H3N Swine Flu
variant.
The key here, folks, is that in terms of flu, pigs were
actually used in the Mexican laboratory to develop this
killer strain of Swine Flu because these animals act as a
mixing vessel for various strains of influenza.
Item: We can also report that the vaccine Tamiflu has
been contaminated by the latest strain of Swine Flu and
may actually present a greater danger to human life than
the current Swine flu virus itself.
And, of course, it gets worse!
We can also report that the U.S. government is covering up
a new, more deadly strain of the Ebola Virus, which causes
AIDS. This new, more deadly strain of the Ebola virus may
also be airborne.
We have warned you in the past, folks, that the BushClinton Crime Family Syndicate would do this aka launch
this TERRORIST ATTACK against the American People
when they were cornered.
And they are NOW being cornered!
The leaking of the Jane Harman, D-CA, Israeli espionage
tape, has now lead to a new Federal Grand Jury, which
now has enough evidence to indicate Harman, D-CA, Chuck
Schumer, D-NY, Steven Israel, D-NY, Barney Frank, D-NY,
and none other than Arlen Specter, R-PA now D-PA, on
charges of spying for Israel against the United States.
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